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WHAT IS ONTOLOGICAL COACHING?
The way in which we behave and take action is rooted in the way we
perceive or observe our surroundings and ourselves. Our perceptions
are based on our beliefs, on our physiology; on the conversations we
have, on the emotions we experience, and on the organisations and
systems we participate in, etc.
By stopping to take a look at ourselves and the way we observe or
perceive our world, we have the tremendous possibility for revealing our
potential and for modifying our recurrent patterns of behaviour that limit
our well being and the results we are able to produce. By becoming a
new observer of ourselves and the systems in which we work, we can
modify old interpretations that trap us in behaviours that don’t produce
the outcomes we desire.
Scientific Methodology
Ontological Coaching is founded on a well grounded methodology and
scientific principles. It draws from ancient and modern philosophy,
biology, neuroscience, sociology, anthropology, linguistics and quantum
physics. The latest developments in human perception, communication
and behaviour are embedded in a professional discipline for
professional coaching called "Ontology of the Human Observer".
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An Ontological Coach’s competence is grounded in observing the
human way of being. A person's way of being refers to how they
perceive the world. It determines whether they see themselves
and world as a possibility or not. This determines the actions they
would consider taking, which ultimately determine the results they
create. The results they create, ultimately reflect their way of
being and how they observe the world.
The Ontological coach will become proficient at observing the
clients way of being by noticing how the client uses language, the
moods and emotions they generate and the way they use their
body. The coach works with his or her client to examine these
interpretations, their relevance to the client and how the client’s
way of being might be impacting on the way they engage in living
and the results they produce.
So where does this lead us in terms of Ontological Coaching? An
Ontological Coach helps their client define and achieve their
goals, teaches them new skills in the domain of observing and
relating to themselves and others and, as Rafael Echeverria and
Julio Olalla have said, “Ontological coaching involves an
intervention that modifies the fundamental principle(s) of
coherence that we are.” In other words, Ontological Coaching
focuses on the limitations of what it is to be human and seeks to
expand our capacity for action and in doing so enhance our life
and reduce our suffering.

"IF YOU'RE NOT RIGHT WITHIN,
THE OUTSIDE DOESN'T MATTER"

WHAT THE COURSE
IS ABOUT
"Ontological coaching is a practice that
facilitates the emergence of new
possibilities in the personal and/or
professional life of an individual (or
group) by making him aware of his
participation in the construction and
co- creation of the reality he perceives.”
- Julio Olalla

This embrace in shifting perspective vs. only
shifting action is the rich ground from which

Discover the hidden key to effectively
changing stagnant patterns to creative action
Learn a new way of understanding coaching
as a tool for cultural transformation. Be
inspired and reinvigorated in your coaching
practice, by learning a powerful methodology
to create powerful breakthroughs in your
coaching practice.
Ontological Coaching is the art of generating
transformative change. Change emerges with
the shift in the way we view our lives and
ourselves. It ignites a fundamental shift in
perspective. As a coaches, why settle for
surface change? Learn to reach beyond a
technique and step into the deeper wisdom
of ontology.
As a coach, you have the ability to create a
vital future through everyone you work with.
You carry the power to help humanity face
the complexity of our current era by
transforming, not just what we know, but how
we go about knowing it.

the good coach becomes the excellent coach.
Specifically you will learn how a practice is
born when old practices are insufficient to deal
with emerging crisis, supported by the
following key learning outcomes:
Discover the hidden key to effectively changing
stagnant patterns to creative action. Learn a
new way of understanding coaching as a tool
for cultural transformation . Be Inspired and
reinvigorated in your coaching practice.

WHAT YOU GET OUT OF THE
PROGRAMME

“There is a voice that doesn't
use words.
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ICF Accreditation (90 training hours to
be completed)
11-Module course material notes,
handouts and assignments
Practical coaching ability - The
competency to generate new learnings
and actions for individuals, teams and
organisations
Self-Mastery - The ability to become
self-generating, self-correcting and
self-sustaining as an individual and to
inspire the same in others
Individual personal coaching - Access
to your own Executive / Supervisor
coach for the duration of the course
Personal Transformation - Discovering
your Optimal State and how to live and
coach from this state of Flow.
Support - Practical support through
access to the broader SOAR coaching
community of qualified coaches
Introduction to world class personal
and organisational diagnostic tools
that enhance the ontological approach
To qualify as an Ontological Coach
endorsed by The SOAR Institute,
each candidate needs to:
Pass a 3-hour theoretical written exam
(minimum 50% pass rate)
Conduct and pass a final observed
coaching session adjudicated by the
Course Facilitators (minimum 50%
pass rate)
In addition, to qualify with an ICF
Accreditation, each candidate needs
to complete the ICF Approved Coach
Specific Training Hours (ACSTH)™
totalling 90 hours

Listen to silence, it has so
much to say. Let silence take
you to the core of life.”
- Alexis Karpouzo

COACHING IN AN ORGANISATION
RESULTS
PRODUCTIVITY
COMMITMENTS
CONVERSATIONS
RELATIONSHIPS
STATE

An organisation is a network of relationships and conversations, underpinned by its
prevailing state or culture. This ultimately generates productivity and overall results.

WHAT DOES YOUR ORGANISATION GET OUT OF THE PROGRAMME
• The power to generate positive states in yourself and others
• Communicate powerfully using a deeper understanding of listening
• The ability to diagnose working relationships to create behaviours and actions for improvement
• Identify and overcome barriers to learning in your self and others
• Understand and effectively apply the ontological organisational model
• The ability to use specific linguistic techniques to produce high quality outcomes
• Develop the skill and art of questioning so that it brings out the best in others
All work is done through purposeful conversations. They are the cornerstone of all productive
relationships. Conversational proficiency is fundamental to effective leadership and success in
life. Ontological coaching allows you to reflect on what you're observing about your own and
others actions, and enables you to make the necessary changes to create positive outcomes.

WHO IS THE ONTOLOGICAL COURSE FOR?
An individual does not need to have any particular background,
training or organisational status to become a coach. People
who gravitate toward the role of coach are often those who are
already natural leaders in their organisations. They are people
who want more for their organisation, and from their own
performance, and they are eager to help others reach for more.
Through their honesty and passion for learning and growth,
they have a natural ability to inspire others to reach for new
levels of performance. They see possibilities.
The Ontological Coaching Course is designed for :
• Existing and aspiring coaches
• Organisational consultants, leaders and managers
• Professionals operating in highly people-focused
environments
• Individuals interested in substantive personal development

PROGRAMME STRUCTURE
Module

Description

Duration

1

Coaching in Action - Foundation workshop

3 Days

2

What is coaching - The Science of Coaching

Half Day in-class

3

Being Human, Being Human and Learning

Half Day in-class

4

Language and Action, Listening as a phenomenon

Half Day in-class

5

Coaching to a way of Being, Breakdowns and conversations

Half Day in-class

6

The power of conversations, coordinating action

Half Day in-class

7

Moods and Emotions, Emotional Learning

Half Day in-class

8

Human becoming, The Body

Half Day in-class

9

The practice of Ontological Coaching, Being a professional coach

Half Day in-class

10

Discover Your Optimal State Workshop

3 Days

11

Final assessment and Half Day Closing Session

6 hours

“Everything can be taken from
a man but one thing: the last of
the human freedoms — to
choose one's attitude in any
given set of circumstances, to
choose one's own way.”
- Viktor Frankl?

PROGRAMME STRUCTURE INCLUDES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 x days in-class training
1 x Discover your Optimal State Workshop (3 days)
9 x Peer Coaching Sessions (one-on-one) in Class
9 x Peer Collaboration group-work sessions, including observed coaching sessions (off site)
Student to host 2 x Group Coaching Workshop Sessions
9 x Supervisor Coaching Meetings (one-on-one) off site
2 x Supervisor observed coaching sessions off site
WhatsApp Group Support - Peer Group and Supervisor Coach WhatsApp support system
1 x Theory Written Exam (3 hour paper)
1 x Practical Exam - an Observed Coaching Session with Course Facilitators

IN ADDITION:
•
•
•
•

An Ontological coaching manual containing all course modules, required reading list, and
video list will be provided.
Coaches will submit written assignments as well as report on practical exercises for each
module.
Coaches will coach at least two people during the course, and report on these sessions as
part of their qualification.
A final written assessment and coaching practical must be completed for certification.

THE COURSE IS OFFERED BY:

Dr Antoinette Gmeiner and Dr Sandra Perkins are both Master Executive Coaches who
specialize in team Coaching and Strategic Planning for EXCO’s and Boards. They have
coached numerous EXCO teams after also developing their strategic plans and aligned
this to the operational outputs in coaching.
Antoinette and Sandra are avid researchers and have published numerous articles in
national and international accredited and popular journals. They have also presented
many papers at national and International conferences.
Sandra and Antoinette both hold PH.D’s in Psychiatric nursing from the University of
Johannesburg.
They are both trained as Master Coaches and also recently completed a Ontological
coaching training Diploma through the Newfield network ( UK Based).They are both
COMENSA and ICF members.

Gavin Friedman and Riaad Isaacs have been in the personal and organisational
development arena for the past 14 years. In 2010 they co-founded The SOAR Institute
dedicated to inspiring exceptional in individuals, teams and organisations. They have
worked locally and internationally with leaders from Fortune 500 and JSE listed companies
to start-ups and entrepreneurial businesses. Their leadership expertise is derived from their
grounding in ontological coaching, axiology ( mathematical assessment of human values)
and extensive learning and working with international leadership experts and institutions
such as MIT and Cambridge.
Their diverse backgrounds and wide range of business experience provide a unique and
impactful approach to creating breakthroughs for their clients. Gavin and Riaad are
coaches, facilitators and teachers who produce high impact interventions and assist
individuals, teams and organisations in reaching their critical results.

Join us for a profound
learning experience that will
allow you to:
✓ Increase your coaching
competence in personal,
professional and organisational
issues, at a deeper level than
any other coaching
methodologies
✓ Increase you are abilities to
facilitate and consult with
organisations that are impactful
and sustainable and that build
collaboration and trust.
✓ Take you leadership to a new
level of authenticity, influence
and impact
✓ Become masterful in living
and in your actions
✓ Enhance your relationships
both personal and professional
life Enroll now on The
Ontological Coaching
Programme
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